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Kristina Keneally has a website to call out false statements from Scott Morrison
She has a store selling products emblazoned with quotes to make fun of the PM
The items include $34.99 water bottles, $29.99 tote bags and $19.99 mugs
The products are sourced from China despite Labor's 'buy Australian' policy
By CHARLIE MOORE, POLITICAL REPORTER FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
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Kristina Keneally has been accused of 'hypocrisy' for selling products sourced from
China to raise election funds just two weeks after Labor launched its 'buy Australian'
policy.
The shadow home affairs minister has made a website called 'the BS Report' where
she records statements from Scott Morrison that she believes are false or deliberate
lies.
In a bid to raise money for the upcoming election, Senator Keneally has also set up
an online store to sell $34.99 water bottles, $29.99 tote bags and $19.99 mugs and
iPhone cases emblazoned with quotes that poke fun at the Prime Minister.
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Kristina Keneally (pictured in Parliament last week) has been accused of 'hypocrisy' for selling
products sourced from China to raise election funds just two weeks after Labor launched its
'buy Australian' policy
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In a bid to raise money for the upcoming election, Senator Keneally is selling $34.99 water
bottles, $29.99 tote bags and $19.99 mugs and iPhone cases (above) emblazoned with quotes
and images that poke fun at Scott Morrison

These include his 2019 comment that electric vehicles would 'end the weekend', his
insistence that 'I don't hold a hose, mate' while in Hawaii during the bushfires and
Joe Biden's quip 'that fella down under' after forgetting Mr Morrison's name in a joint
press conference.
But some of the product descriptions say 'sourced from China', prompting critics to
accuse Labor of hypocrisy after it launched a flagship policy to boost Australian
manufacturing.
Labor's Buy Australian Plan, announced earlier this month, aims to 'maximise the use
of local workers and businesses' by making sure Government contracts are offered
to Australian companies first.
On the BS Report store, the description for a water bottle with the quote 'that fella
down under' said 'blank product sourced from China'.
But on the same product with the quote 'end the weekend' - which Senator Keneally
advertised on Twitter - the source had been removed and replaced with a slash.
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On the BS Report website, the description for a water bottle with the quote 'that fella down
under' said 'blank product sourced from China' (left). But on the same product with the quote
'end the weekend' - which Senator Keneally advertised on Twitter - the source had been
removed and replaced with a slash (right)

Liberal Senator Hollie Hughes accused the former NSW Premier, who lives in
Sydney's affluent Northern Beaches but will run for the disadvantaged seat of Fowler
at the election, of hypocrisy.
'What's BS is Labor pretending to back Aussie jobs publicly while secretly sourcing
their fundraising merchandise from China,' she told Daily Mail Australia.
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'There's a pattern here from Kristina - she BS'ed the people of NSW and got kicked
out of office as Premier, she's trying to BS about where she lives so she can run for a
lower house seat, and now she's spouting BS about supporting Australian products
and jobs.
'The hypocrisy would be outrageous if it wasn't so typical of what Australians have
come to expect from Kristina Keneally.'
Senator Keneally hit back, saying the BS Report uses local printing services to
emblazon the products after they arrive from China.
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This is one of the phone cases that is on sale on Kristina Keneally's BS Report website for
$19.99
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'The BS Report uses an on-demand printing service with printing partners in
Queensland and Victoria,' she told Daily Mail Australia.
'This same company has been named as the number one ''on demand company in
Australia''.
'Now, the BS Report Store wouldn't be necessary, except that Mr Morrison is so full of
BS.
'Every day it's more and more BS. There are some great products on the BS Report
Store and I'd encourage everyone to have a look, share and buy the merchandise to
help get rid of Mr Morrison and his BS.'
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Liberal Senator Hollie Hughes (pictured) accused Senator Keneally, who lives in Sydney's
affluent Northern Beaches but will run for the disadvantaged seat of Fowler at the election, of
hypocrisy
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